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ROUND 4 INTERVIEW  
October 31, 2021      
 
DANNY LEE  ( -14) 
 
 
Q.  (No microphone.)  
 
DANNY LEE:  A lot of good and a lot of bad. I fought really hard for it, just 12 through 14 
was a very, very tough stretch for me. I hit a really, really good shot on 12, just went over the 
green by I don't know how much, but it was kind of a tough shot from back there. Made a 
silly double there. I was just kind of a little confused with my putting. Had three holes I didn't 
(inaudible) in my putting, I don't know why I did that, but after that I just bite my tongue and I 
just try to grind it out. There's so many times when that time comes or whenever that 
disappointment happened, I just kind of half-assed it all the way in, so this time I didn't want 
to do that. I gave 120 percent all the way in. 
 
Q.  Did you feel rushed during that stretch with the double bogey, the bogey, the 
bogey? 
 
DANNY LEE:  No, that's always been my pace of play. It doesn't really matter where I'm at, I 
try to always -- I don't know if that's a good thing or bad thing, but I try to keep it always 
consistent. Taking my time over a shot is not my thing. 
 
Q.  In the end I know you didn't get the win like you would like to, but you did lock up 
your conditional status. What does that mean for you to be able to get that back? 
 
DANNY LEE:  I guess it's very good. I have a lot more opportunity than what I had before, I 
think. I guess I think I got two more medical starts left and next week is Cancun, which I do 
very well lot of the years, so I'm looking forward to playing in that next week. 
  


